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Dear Members of Anaesthesia Fraternity ,
As we come to the last event of this years annual rotation of
academic meetings—the ISACON DELHI 2017 , Dr SM Sharma &
team would like to thank each and every member for the immense
good will and support extended to us throughout this year . ISACON
DELHI has a very long tradition, going back to 56 years. Each
passing year has seen the ISA Delhi forum grow from a double digit
membership to more than one & half thousand now. Not only have
the numbers grown, so have the skills , knowledge , specialisations
increased . This vast growth comes together as a celebration of
sorts each April ,as ISACON . “ 56“ years of uninterrupted academic
and social gathering,every year ,steered by the hands of very
capable people who gave momentum to all of us to evolve . I've
heard great stories of the doyens of anaesthesia in Delhi … Dr BL
Bhattacharjee
Dr Fakir Chand, Dr Manorama Mittal, Dr VP Kumra , Dr A
Bhattacharya , Dr Gode , Dr HL Kaul.
Great leaders all, and many more …

Let us all come together to carry the torch further,
Let us all takeout time to attend ISACON,
Let us all ensure we encourage all our colleagues and juniors to
attend ISACON .
Only by our presence can we strengthen our Society.
The above mentioned discussion aims at addressing grave issues
which affect us, especially our younger colleagues who are the first
interface with the patient . A resolution will be drawn up and
forwarded to concerned authorities for needful corrective action. So
please, at this moment, when each one counts, do come and
standup for each other.
Thank you.

Team ISACON DELHI 2017
Please spread word to all Anaesthesiologists within
your ambit .

